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The future is here
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DNAblockchain Protect EVOO label &
fraud prevention

Extra virgin olive oil authenticity and
traceability from the field to the bottle

The DNA profiles of olive leaves and/or EVOO, generated
via a portable DNA-based device, are analyzed using an
automated post-processing pipeline based on Machine
Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques.
This approach allows the varietal classification of the
samples, while the processed DNA data are then
incorporated into a blockchain system. 

This innovative system will offer to users immediate
access to information on EVOO varietal composition, as
well as to the absence of admixtures (vegetable oils) via
regular DNA testing in every step of the olive oil value
chain.

The DNAblockchain aims to create a traceability system
based on DNA, from the field to the bottle, dedicated to
the olive oil industry, protecting its integrity and quality.

Over the years Blockchain has already been widely
employed in the olive oil sector to provide a digitally
secure way to track and trace each lot number from the
manufacturing site up to the consumer. Its most
significant advantage is its ability to be incorporated
along the supply chain. 

However, this approach offers limited traceability as it
protects solely the bottle and not its content: the EVOO.
This gap is now bridged by DNA fingerprinting; an
indisputable and accessible source of information that
delivers a genetic ID to any natural product, such as the
EVOO, and/or detects substitutions with other vegetable
oils. 

The ability to obtain the genetic profile of an EVOO
through DNA testing makes it almost impossible to
counterfeit. 

Funded by

A trustful collaboration – the key components of the DNAblockchain solution
The solution has been developed in collaboration between BioCoS and InTTrust. BioCoS is specializing in designing EVOO
biomarkers and in food DNA analysis, while InTTrust is specializing in signal analysis, ML/AI and Blockchain technologies.
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Automated and requires no specialized user intervention
The DNA device is portable and handy
Minimizes human intervention and eliminates DNA data manipulation and human errors
Improves relevant time to results and logistics
It is environmentally friendly
The results are trusted and immutable
Promotes transparency and confidence throughout the entire EVOO supply chain

DNAblockchain is:

DNAblockchain valorizes EVOO, enhances sustainable practices, 
while it improves the current state-of-the-art EVOO fraud identification methods.
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